
#

99

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6025 280 4.78 1.67 32.5 9 3/4 33 7.3 4.13 113 17

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST UOH, AA, play speed, and foot quickness

WORST

INJURIES

DE/DT

A 43 scheme that will allow him to use his pass rush and run stopping ability on the edge

2014 - elbow - Put on IR wk 2 and missed the rest of the season- 2016 - knee - wk13,14 - 
groin - wk15 - torn biceps - Was out 3 weeks straight and put on IR before the CC.

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

2016 - Played in 13 games with six starts, totaling 22 tackles, 4.5 sacks, eight tackles for 

loss, 14 quarterback hit, one fumble recovery, one touchdown, and one pass 

defense.(Ranked 123rd in the league) He had 73 solos, 13 sacks in his first three years and 
34 solos, Trending down in sacks the last 3 years [7.5]

Iowa (IAUN)

A 7-year pro that has started 48 games out of 72 played. He’s played DE in a 43 scheme for his first two years
under HC Dan Quinn as the DC and now his new DC will be a coach that came to the team the same year he did,
Marquand Manuel. He has solid height, weight, and arm length with very good AA, pass rush, foot speed, lateral
agility, pursuit, and up field burst with good play strength to get through or around the OL. He has a good
release and up field burst on the LOS at the snap of the ball in the one gap technique as he explodes through the

gap he is responsible for. Displays good ankle flection and foot speed, with good AA, competitive toughness, and

play speed in diagnosing plays and getting to the ball carrier on the weak or strong side at the LOS, as well as
good play strength. Has good mental processing and good AA in the run game to understand leverage and has

the ability to work through the trash to get to the ball carrier on the strong or weak side. He is good in his lateral
agility and foot speed to either, get in the gap and get the ball carrier down, or slide along the line to plug the

right hole in a zone-rushing scheme. He can be used as a two-gap defender with the ability to move his weight

and pick up his feet and not be on the ground unnecessarily. Good pass rush ability, UOH, and foot movement

and agility at his size to get around or through solid offensive linemen and around the edge and get flat in
pursuit of the QB. Has the FBI and agility to move quickly at the snap of the ball on TE stunts to get around the

corner without wasting movement and can get skinny in the gap at 6’3” 280 and attack the QB and/or strip the

ball at the same time. Always shows good competitive toughness and effort in both the run and pass in his
pursuit through the play and good agility to be able to step over chop blocks and play until the whistle has

blown. Does not have an array of moves or plans when rushing in the pass or run game. He will struggle against
players that are equal in talent or above with a tendency to lose his depth to the pocket allowing the QB to step

up or in to the space he just occupied. His hand fighting ability, AA, FBI, and play speed at his height and weight
are very good all in one package. Has the ability with the UOH to play at DT and still get penetration through the

hole. Overall a starting DE/DT that you can win with when kept in a 43 scheme and not asked to dominate.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

73
Games Started

49
Games Won

Doesn't have an array of pass rush moves and doesn't have a plan when rushing

PROJECTION Starting DE that can use his very good hand fighting ability and agility to get to the QB and 
play strength and AA to fill gaps and play the run. Mainly a weakside defender but, can be 
used on the interior line and can generate pass rush pressure on his own.

2016: 9/26 @NO, 10/30 @GB, 11/3 @TB, 12/24 @CAR, 1/1 vs NO

25
Winning %

34%
Positions Started

Prospect (Last, First)

Clayborn, Adrian

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

DL
DOB (Age)

7-6-88 (29)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Hall, Tony

TEAM

Atlanta Falcons11 - 1st - TB

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE


